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Origins - 
Sleeping (Free)

Dreaming (Free)

Awakened (-200CP)

Race -

Lesser Senyolu (100CP)
A Senyolu (Chimera) without any Uryuom DNA, they are capable of changing between different variations of 
their DNA mixtures like any Chimeras, but lack some of the features of Greater Chimeras due to having no 
Uryuom DNA. A Lesser Chimera may include Lepsuko DNA for another 100CP, but they do not gain any of the
shapeshifting benefit like a Greater Chimera. At base, a Lesser Chimera's form is a hybrid mix of all their donor 
parents, a wolf-human Lesser Chimera may be mistaken for a werewolf, for example. You automatically receive
two donors under the option below.

Additional donor species that can be found on Earth may be added for 50CP each.
You may submit your own donor species for 100CP each.
Maximum of twelve combined donors.
  
Greater Senyolu (200CP)
A 'natural' Chimera, which is made with Uryuom DNA (as intended considering they make the eggs), a Greater 
Chimera functions essentially like any Lesser Chimera, but thanks to their Uryuom heritage, they may gain 
forms through Cosmetic Morph Devices in addition to their natural base and hybrid forms. Greater Chimeras 
also possess vestigial antenna like Uryuoms, which let them communicate with animals in forms that possess 
them. You automatically receive one donor species in addition to your Uryuom parent.

For 100CP, you are part-Lepsuko, a genetic relative of the Uryuom. While Lepsuko are not highly intelligent on 
their own, they possess great strength and their claws are capable of slowing regeneration. When used in the 
creation of a Greater Chimera, they cause the resulting Chimera to be capable of shifting to hybrid forms of any 
form they already possess, although they cannot control the specific hybrid that results. Combined with the 
ability to gain morphs from a Cosmetic Morph Device, they can become very powerful indeed.

Additional donor species that can be found on Earth may be added for 50CP each.
You may submit your own donor species for 100CP each.
Maximum of twelve combined donors.
 
Human (Free)
Bog standard human, nothing too significant here. Your natural magical energy depends on your origin.
 
Elf (+100CP)
The bastard child of a human and an immortal, Elves retain many benefits of both their parents, and all of the 
disadvantages. While they are naturally powerful Wizards and unlike their immortal parents, do not become 
more unstable with age, they are still partially restricted by Immortal Law and are forbidden to become involved
in politics or organized government.

They are capable of 'smelling' magical energy, identifying the type of spells via their pointed ears. We have no 
idea either.
 
Immortal (1000CP)



An Immortal (or Fairy as they used to be called) is a type of semi-eternal entity that exists on a spiritual plane 
above reality. Naturally magically powerful, they operate far differently than a normal human magic user, with a
distinct set of skills available to all Immortals that may be learned over time. They do not gain spells via 
experience like an Awakened spell user, but still may mimic the effects of many, many spells with their own 
powers, and can Awaken magical potential in humans.

These powers only grow with age, however, around 200 years old, an Immortal starts to become 'unstable', 
experiencing violent mood swings, degradation of sanity and collapse of any particular self-image, which can 
cause the Immortal to periodically degrade into a chaotic mass of various self-images. This, combined with 
rapidly growing power, leads Immortals to 'reset' themselves, letting go of their excess power and all knowledge
except for some specifically passed on in order to retain their stability, essentially reversing to 'age' 0.

What prevents Immortals who either refuse to reset or are of a maniacal bent from becoming extremely 
powerful dictators or self-styled gods is a magically binding set of laws agreed upon by the first Immortals, 
restricting interaction with mortals unless to 'empower' or 'guide'. These rules are absolute, but vary depending 
on an individual Immortal's interpretation of them, only breaking them when they think they are. A clever (or 
self-deluded) Immortal can get around this, but their intelligence never degrades far enough that they can safely 
ignore all the Laws. If an Immortal breaks the Law, they are forcibly reset.

Past this jump, you will continue to accrue power (although this does have a plateau at about 500 years) and 
Immortal Law no longer applies to you. However, you will still become more unstable with time, so unless you 
can find a workaround to retain your sanity, good luck with that.



Magic Traits
People who pick the Awakened Origin may choose either Wizard or Awakened for free.

Wizard (400, Mandatory for Elves, Cannot be taken with Awakened Magic User)

Awakened Magic User (600, Cannot be taken with Wizard)

Seer (600)

Magic Mark (200, Discount Dreaming)
Instead of having properly Awakened, someone who has a Magic Mark has been granted a single, specific spell 
by another proper magic user, such as an Immortal or Awakened. Like all magic, the spell they are capable of 
receiving reflects who they are as a person, and a person is only eligible to receive a mark if they specifically 
consider abilities they'd like to have. This doesn't have any bearing on what that ability will actually be, but it's 
important that they consider it so the spell can form. Once the spell has formed, the person will receive a 
specific mark on their body that enables use of the spell. The specific design of the mark is irrelevant as long as 
it covers the required surface area.
 
Purchasing this will give you one such mark, in a design and location of your choosing with an appropriate spell
linked to it. Should you ever Awaken in this world or the next, the mark will disappear, and the spell within will 
become one of your regular spells.



Perks -

Fool With a Gun (100, Free Sleeping)
This may seem a bit silly, but consider in this world a magic user will only gain combat spells if they're the type 
of person who would need them. For the people who don't, it's either getting a hard-to-find wand or just picking 
up some mundane combat skills. Pick one from the following categories: Firearms, Martial Arts, Melee 
Weapons. You get a basic level of competence with common weapons and techniques from that category, 
equivalent to at least a semi-professional education in it. Buying this perk twice will give you the same in all 
three categories or professional level in your chosen category.

Mysterious Happenings (200, Discounted Sleeping)
You've got good deductive skills, a fair amount of trivia on hand and perhaps most amazingly – you aren't a 
total moron. Surprisingly, this makes you suited for finding connections between different magic phenomena, as
the reflective nature of magic often means that names, appearances and traits are not coincidences, but real 
connections that can be exploited.

Director (400, Discounted Sleeping)
Are you sure you don't have any magic? Because your job skills seem to be magic. If you work a strange, 
bureaucratic job like head of Paranormal Diplomacy or as an FBI Paranormal Investigator, you'll have a 
somewhat terrifying, casual competence in your field. Whether convincing entire swathes of conspiracy 
theorists that whatever magic they saw was in fact a weather balloon or convincing alien invaders to go to 
another planet with just a simple slideshow, it's a bit of a wonder how you haven't gotten promoted yet.
 
Additionally, you get a completely non-magical ability to conjure up completely accurate and relevant charts 
displaying whatever knowledge you have on a subject at any time. Seriously, we have no idea how you do it. 
You keep whatever skills you gain after leaving a position.

Name-based Affinity (100, Free Dreaming)
Your full name is evocative of a certain thing, maybe they're all cat-related names, or maybe you're named after 
certain creatures or monsters. Regardless of what it is, they influence the kind of spells you're able to recieve 
should you ever awaken. From this point on, your chosen name functions as a sort of 'true' name, affecting 
things no matter which ones you actually go by, and will work itself into titles and names given by other people.

Change Blindness (200, Discounted Dreaming)
For whatever reason, people tend to not notice whenever weird shit is going down so long as no one points it 
out. You could change the color of your hair, sprout a tail or even change sex and so long as nobody witnessed 
the physical transformation, they might notice any difference so long as it wasn't too extreme. Exploiting this 
can be very useful for when you have to preserve the secrecy of something like magic, which is common in 
dimensions such as the one Moperville occupies.

Anime-style Martial Arts (400, Discounted Dreaming)
The tricky thing about magic is that nobody can really just 'get' magic. It's a process and unfortunately it's 
essentially impossible to brute force it along. Good news though, there are many ways to accelerate it along 
using various 'spiritual' disciplines, which vary depending on what those specific disciplines are. By guiding 
someone into actively exercising magical energy through activities like special martial arts or other acts of 
'magic', like tarot readings, Ouija boards and all other manner of paraphernalia, you can cause the user's 
reserves to grow, eventually leading to an Awakening. 
 
What actually matters most in these exercises is that the user _attempts_ to use magic, having a 'magical' 
discipline be the focus just makes it easier for the mind of the user. An uneducated peasant from the Medieval 
Era, for example, could build magical energy by working on what they think a 'magic' machines, even if they 
are just car engines.



Magic Boobs (100, Free Awakened)
This is actually a fairly common magic trait that may be gained by most Awakened, and is the source of the 
'beautiful sorceress' stereotype. Simply put, magic will take care to maintain your appearance, although 
normally this would only affect one or two body parts. Hair will grow back through scarred flesh, long periods 
of bed rest will not adversely affect physical capability and... er... 'assets' will never shrink or get in the way of 
the user, and maintain themselves at whatever size is desired.

Character Creation (200, Discounted Awakened)
Getting new spells for typical Awakened magic users works... a lot like an RPG, actually. Using their magic 
slowly builds Awakened magic users up to receiving new spells which reflect the way they've used their old 
spells and themselves as a person, but that can be frustratingly restrictive and unintuitive. When it comes to 
systems that generate results based on the self, you now have a modicum of control over what you end up with, 
and can effectively bias the system towards the result you want.

Convenience (400, Discounted Awakened)
Quite simply put, your spells don't seem to have side-effects or technicalities to them. Okay, your most powerful
spell may cause a very temporary burnout, and it's not like your spells don't take a significant amount of energy 
to use, but your healing spell won't instantly kill someone because they have a pacemaker and spells that go 
wrong aren't going to tear apart reality. This effect passes onto all of your other spells.



Companions-

400
Chika would probably solve every scientific inquiry ever had by humanity if she wasn't contractually obligated 
to help answer questions about a ridiculously convoluted comic written by a madman.

300
Magic Spacetime Clone Twin



Drawbacks-

100
100
100
200
200
200

Resetti (+300)
Like an Immortal who’s gone a bit too far between resets, you’ve started to go a bit… ‘nutty’, to put it politely. 
More specifically, you’ve started to become increasing unstable, which does, admittedly, make you more 
powerful and able to predict future events with great clarity, it also saps your morality, logical reasoning and 
empathy until you are less than a madman acting purely on emotion. While you can ‘get your shit together’ for 
brief periods of time, it is incredibly straining on you and also removes these benefits while you are doing so. 
And if you are an Immortal, keep in mind that resetting will make everything you know but a few key ideas you
leave to your successor – memories, skills, power, everything – go up in flames.

Aberration (+300)
At some point, you sold your humanity for eternal life. Now, you completely lack empathy or any sort of 
emotional capacity, and must sustain your life force by feeding on humans. If you don't count the lack of 
emotions as a downside (most Aberrations don't) then you should probably be concerned with the extreme 
weakness to magic weapons you'll contract as a side effect.


